Interiors The inside track

Giles Kime

What, no trouser press?
An Oxfordshire pub is flying the flag for a more relaxed approach to interior design
At The Bull Inn, Oxfordshire, Charlie and Willow Crossley tread tastefully between ‘humourless Modernism’ and ‘unhinged eclecticism’

I

n many people’s minds, the fancier
end of the pub market will forever be
immortalised in the scenes in Four
Weddings and a Funeral, in which
Charles and Carrie spent a night at The
Lucky Boatman, a fictional amalgam of
the Kings Arms and The Crown, both in
Amersham, Buckinghamshire. The room
they shared (The Crown’s room 101 for
any film enthusiasts planning a visit) epitomised the slightly formal, country look
that dominated much of the 1990s.
A few years ago, The Crown was given
a makeover by Ilse Crawford, the designer
behind the modish interiors of a clutch
of fashionable hotels, including Soho
House in New York.
Four-poster beds, pleated chintzy valances and big oriental lamps were swept
away in favour of cowhide rugs, sheepskin
throws and milking stools, like a hipsterish take on Le Hameau.
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Now, however, there’s a new mood in
interior design that’s bringing a lighter,
altogether cosier touch to the smart pubwith-rooms and boutique hotels. Much of
it is thanks to smaller fabric and wallpaper
brands that almost instantly lend a room
a look that’s both decorative and quirky.

There’s a new
mood in interior
design that’s creating
a lighter, softer touch
Two trailblazers of this approach are the
husband-and-wife team behind The Bull Inn
in Charlbury, Oxfordshire (01608 810689;
www.bullinn-charlbury.com). Charlie Crossley,
former proprietor of the Hollywood Arms
in Chelsea, and his wife, Willow, the florist

and stylist, recently transformed the pub, creating a restaurant, bars and rooms that capture this spirit, with designs by Barneby Gates
(above), Molly Mahon and Penny Morrison, who
have brought a sense of fun to interior design.
However it’s not just the quirky motifs that
make the pubs’ rooms feel relaxed, the rooms
have a mix of vintagey furniture and sisal
flooring that combine to create a look and
feel that is the antithesis of the sometimes
contrived look of so many boutique hotels
(which tend to be polarised between a slightly
humourless Modernism at one extreme and
unhinged eclecticism at the other).
The couple’s achievement is more than
a nifty styling job—they’ve also applied
plenty of lateral thought to the project by
opening up rooms in order to offer the
luxury of space where many would have
crammed them with connecting doors, fitted
joinery and minibars. Latterday Charles
and Carries have never had it so good.
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